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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Although high pressure will be dominant over the Gulf today and into tomorrow, deepening low pressure over the Plains will 
increase winds to fresh to strong in western sections by later today. The low will start moving to the northeast later today, 
pushing the high off to the east.  This will bring increasing southerly winds in many sections as the western side of the high 
moves in. Wind speeds will be fresh to strong, and near-rough to rough seas can be expected with these higher winds.  The 
low’s cold front will be moving toward the Gulf, and should move offshore late Saturday night. Showers and thunderstorms, 
some heavy, may form along and ahead of the front and affect parts of the NW Gulf Saturday night. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

As mentioned, the cold front should move off the coast late Saturday into early Sunday.  Winds will shift to NW as it passes,
with more gradual veering to a NE direction.  Speeds behind the front should be fresh to strong and may increase in the hours
after frontal passage as strong high pressure moves out into the Gulf.  By early Monday, the front should be pushing south of
the region, with northerly winds in most regions at fresh to strong speeds.  Conditions will start to ease on Monday. The high 
pressure cell moving out into the Gulf behind the front will initially move south, which will keep the east side of the high over 
the Gulf and will therefore keep northerly winds over the entire Gulf into Tuesday.  The center of the high will then move 
eastward, and southerly winds should return to most sections by later on Thursday. Seas are expected to stay moderate, but 
the fresh to strong winds that may build behind the cold front are expected to cause some rough seas. Showers and 
thunderstorms, some heavy, are expected along and ahead of the front. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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